
 

  

Incyte Bulls See Pipeline Progressing, Takeover Potential 

Ticker/Price: INCY ($77) 
 

Analysis: 

Incyte (INCY) shares trading 4% higher today after reporting solid earnings this morning and follows 2,500 
January $85 calls opening on 4/22 for $1.425M. INCY June $80 calls are active this morning that are looking 

to add to open interest and June call open interest remains elevated from buyers earlier this year. INCY shares 
recently based right along its 200 day MA as well as a 50% retracement of its recent run off the late 2018 lows. 

The $15.7B Biotech trades 26.65X Earnings, 8.35X Sales and 59.8X FCF. It beat EPS estimates by nearly 50% 
this morning and revenues jumped 30% Y/Y well above estimates on Jakafi demand while the FDA decision on 
Ruxolitinib in GVHD looms. INCY estimates currently call for 9% topline growth this year and 16.7% next year. 

It has a strong cash flow growth story in Jakafi while it seeks to diversify its revenue base with an exciting 
pipeline. Analysts have an average target near $90 and short interest is low at 2.5% of the float declining to 

near a two year low. Gabelli raised shares to Buy in January with a $105 target noting multiple catalysts in 
2019 and sees it as an acquisition target for large Pharma. William Blair upgraded to Outperform in January as 
well seeing it as a likely deal target with the pipeline reaching an inflection point. Stifel started shares Hold on 

4-10 saying a takeover is unlikely at this valuation and INCY may seek to make acquisitions itself. Institutional 
ownership rose 1.94% in Q4 filings. 

Hawk Vision: 

 

Trading Strategy: INCY continues to base on the 200 MA and looks attractive versus the recent low, though 
would be a name to pair with protective puts for event-risk in its pipeline catalysts. 

 

Confidence Ranking: $$ 


